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Low Busvoltage
MIS/SMC

Is correct busvoltage (same as supply) showed in "Bus Voltage P+" register 97?

Yes: Clear error register 35 and status register 36

No: Are both CVI and P+ connected to the power source?

Yes: Replace unit

No: The unit needs both CVI and P+ to function

MAC with AC supply

Is correct busvoltage (��∗√2) showed in "Bus Voltage" register 198?

Yes: Clear error register 35 and status register 36

No: Is the Main Power Connector, connected to the power source?

Yes: Replace unit

No: The motor needs AC supply to function

MAC with DC supply

Is correct busvoltage (same as supply) showed in "Bus Voltage" register 198?

Yes: Clear error register 35 and status register 36

No: Is the Main Power Connector, connected to the power source?

Yes: Replace unit

No: The motor needs DC supply also at the Main Power Connector to function

Old MiniMAC

Is correct supply voltage (same as supply) showed in "Supply Voltage" register 151?

Yes: Clear error register 35 and status register 36

No: Is the main connected to the power source?

Yes: Replace unit

No: The motor needs DC supply to function

General

Before replacing a unit according to above, please make sure the fuse is intact

by meassure the power in the connector

Closed Loop Error
Only valid for MIS/SMC

The H2 encoder needs to be calibrated, please follow the instructions in the link below:

http://www.jvl.dk/files/me/mis_cl_error_guide.pdf
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Encoder Com Error
Only valid for MIS

Is the encoder firmware version 0.00?

Yes: The H3/H4 encoder firmware, please follow the instructions below:

No: Contact Support

To verify that the H3 calibration data is saved, issue command 355 -> P1=1=OK

Encoder firmware restore instruction 

1 - Power on the motor and load default values

2 - Issue command 999 and then 345:

To verify that the command has worked, there should be no negative values in P1/2

3 - Update the encoder firmware to the newest version:

If you experience any problems when updating the encoder firmware, please

use MacTalk 1.07.014 or newer.

4 - After the update it should now have some other errors: Lost position, Reed error

5 - Click Reset position, then click clear errors:

6 - Any load on the shaft must be removed before proceeding with step 7!

7 - Issue command 999 and then 350 and wait for the motor to stand still (up to 3 minutes)

when P1 says 64 or the motor stands still -  You are done

If the problem is still present, please send the motor to JVL.
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How to force the firmware into the motor
1 - Without power (24 VDC control voltage/CVI), go to “Updates” -> 

“Update firmware” and click “Yes” in the dialog.

2 - Select the correct firmware for your motor type and click "Start"
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3 - When using a MIS motor, please remember to check the boxes for deleting 

the RxP program and the Settings, this is standard in the MAC motor

The motor should now start to update, regardless of the setup.

4 - Once you are asked to turn off/on the power (this can take a couple of minutes),

turn on the 24 VDC power.

When you get the message that the firmware update is done, please exit, 

and your motor should be as from the factory
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Connection issues
Communication:

Please make sure that you have a functioning USB-RS485 (MIS) or USB-RS232 (MAC) converter. 

We sell only the types, that we know works from years of testing. 

Others have failed before, even though they seemed OK. The quality is not always the best

for various models sold around the world. 

The models that we have is RS485-USB-ATC-820, RS232-USB2.0-1

and USB-RS232/485-OPTO.

Please make sure that you have the correct communication cable; RSxxx-M12-1-5-xx.

Power:

The motors need Control voltage (24VDC) to communicate. 

Please make sure this is connected to the correct pin, and ground as well. 

On a MAC motor: 

If there are LED's on your module, please make sure theese are illuminated.

On a MIS motor: 

You should see the LED’s come on when you turn on the power, L3 should stay turned on.

Connection:

Please make sure that no other programs on your PC is trying to use the chosen COM port.

Open MacTalk and choose the search radar in the top right corner.

If this do not work, please choose settings, and select all adresses:

If you still experience problems connecting, try searcing when all baud rates

is selected one by one.

If you still experience problems connecting, please make sure that you 

use a correct converter and cable from us.

If still no succes, please try to force the firmware into the motor, to

make a totally factory default.
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Encoder Lost Position (MIS with H3/4 encoder)
Click “Reset position”.

Is the error gone?

Yes: Make a test as descibed below.

No: Cintinue.

Update the encoder firmware (including the automated calibration).

Is the error gone?

Yes: Make a test as descibed below.

No: Please send back the motor, since it then most likely is a hardware error.

Test:

Drive the motor a little, verify that the error is still gone. 

Disconnect the power and turn the shaft a little by hand and wait 5 minutes.

Connect the power again, if the error is still gone, everything should be OK.

If the problem is still present, please send the motor to JVL.

Encoder counting error (MIS with H3/4 encoder)
Counting error is normally an unrecoverable error duo to a hardware issue.

In the manual you can find it under the old name “Read error”:

Check the grounding and that all cables are shielded. 

Mount a direct earth wire from the chassis to the machine.

Does it happen at all times, or only at high speed (+500 RPM)?

All the time: Please check that no mechanics is pushing or pulling the shaft.

It can also happen if the shaft/motor has been roufly handled.

Only at high speed: The multiturn encoder REED sensors needs to be checked.

If it does not help to check the mechanics, please send the motor in for service.
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Ethernet module not visible, possibly also "Internal" error
If a firmware update goes wrong, it is possible that the communication between the motor 

and the Ethernet module is corrupted.

Update Ethernet firmware (if not shown, click "Show all" and

find the correct version here):

Did the firmware update succeed?

Yes: Power cycle to check that everything is still OK.

No: Try to force firmware into the motor instead.

Is the error gone?

Yes: Power cycle to check that everything is still OK.

No: Try to update the firmware in the motor.

Test:

Power cycle to check that eveerything is still OK.

If the problem is still present, please send the motor to JVL.
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